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wh£re nob
nobody told them what was what.
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/(/Why /Wouldn't they join?
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Those few—was there any reason why they

//couldn't/get in?)
.
/• Weil, just like these motj&ers today.

.
v
We* have stepmothers walking

y and down the streets and they, don't care .for anything except
/
f
just wanting a drink.

Wanting to live that way of life.

.* not worried about their children, or nephews or nobody.
not felling them what's what.

An'dthey're
They'rb

Just themselves, just so h a v e —

-

maybe it was like that back there, too—the women just didn't care.
Nobody told them that. The women didn't know.

Maybe they were

orphan girls from way back there, and then their offsprings, they
just went up that way.
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. SELECTION OF, CHIEFS AND CHIEFS'. DUTIES
(After, ten years, when these sub-chiefs were going out and some %'~
.* \'
•Hew ones were selected—one thing I didn't, quite understand was,

did the o.ld chief, that was leaving office—did they select the new -\
ones?)
No.

The members knew who was a good man. These members knew who

was a good man, and; they're the o.nesx that they appointed again to
stay with them.

There h'ad to be four men. My father, after, he got .

out—after he became a chief—his J&pwstring Clan r'eappointe,d him
they Yeah.
could/^erve more than one term?)
. (So
again.
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rords, (they weife) honorary members.
intftherwo
/
(Did the very young members—like your grandson, eleven years old,

Yes,

if he became a member would he be able to vote on a new chief?)
No, they didn't vote on people at that time.. You had to prove your-,
self, what you were.* There was no such thing as voting. . If

